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Minutes of the Executive Board Meeting 
Hotel Marrols, Bratislava, Slovakia,  

9th and 10th March 2012 
 
 
 

Present: 
 

Marijke Fleuren, President, Jorge Alcover, Carola Meyer, R. David Balbirnie, Mika Rihtilä, Leonardas 
Caikauskas, Jean-Christophe Capelle, Simon Mason, Ludmila Pastorova, Jan Vymazal  

 

Apologies for Absence: 
 

Jerzy Smorawinski was unable to attend due to elections which were taking place in his University.  
The President was happy to report that Jerzy had been elected as Rector of Physical University of 

Poznan and wished to record the congratulations of the Board. 

 

In Attendance:  
 
Jane Brennan, Administration Officer 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~oOo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Minutes:  
 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 16th and 17th December in Brussels, Belgium were signed by the 
President as a true record. 

 

President’s Welcome: 
 

The President welcomed the Executive Board to the meeting in Bratislava, and thanked Ludmila 
Pastorova for the kind invitation to Slovakia.  

 
She went on to wish Carola Meyer good health after her recent surgery. 

 

Marijke informed the Board that the new Competitions Manager, Dariusz Kurc had officially started 
work with EHF in Brussels on 5th March after returning from the Olympic Qualifying tournament in 

New Delhi as the manager of the Polish Team. She congratulated Poland on coming 4th in the 
tournament and also to France for finishing 2nd.  

 

She wished to note that the Board welcomed Dariusz to the EHF and she thanked the Administration 
Officer and all committee members – in particular Guido Braca, Wiert Doyer, Sue Bodycomb and 

Norma Gartside for their support over the last few months. 
 

The President went on to congratulate all the winners throughout the Indoor Season, she wished to 
note particular congratulations to Belarus whose club HC Ritm-Azot Grodno finished 2nd in the Indoor 

Club Championship (Women) after a very exciting final against Berliner HC of Germany which went to 

penalty strokes.  The President also congratulated Natasha Kelleher (Ger) who was awarded Player of 
the Tournament in Vienna. Natasha is a true ambassador for our sport and the Board wished her well 
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for the future. This followed the EuroHockey Nations Championships Women where Belarus also 

finished 2nd to Germany again following penalty strokes competitions. 
 

Overall she noted that there were some interesting results produced throughout the season – it was 
unfortunate to see Ukraine Women’s teams relegated given that they were champions last season and 

the Board wondered if this was perhaps a result of the unfortunate clash of timing with FIH 

tournaments (Olympic Qualifiers). 
 

It was noted that the scheduling was very unhelpful to the performance of the Ukraine teams. (both 
Nations and Clubs). 

 
The Board was grateful to the Ukraine for participating in both, particularly after they had to withdraw 

their offer to host the Women’s Club Championships.  

 

Matters Arising 
 
None 

 
Hon Treasurer’s Report 
 

Mika Rihtila presented his report to the Board.  

 
The Hon General Treasurer presented to the Board the following:  

 Income (Budget, Outlook and Actual) for 2011  

 Expenditure (Budget, Outlook and Actual) for 2011 

 Balance sheet with 6 year history  

 Cash flow with 5 year history 

 Loans as at 31 Dec 2011 

 History of Income and Expenditure 

 Division of Expenditure 

 
Mika wished to draw the Board’s attention to the fact that the amount due on loans has halved since 

2008 and that the purchase of the office in Brussels had been a very good investment.  

He reported that the Clerical and Medical Investment Fund had matured in December 2011 and was 
used to repay some of the loan. 

 
The Hon Treasurer confirmed that Audit will shortly take place on 2011 accounts. 

 
The Finance Committee will meet in June to review the draft of the audit of accounts which will be 

presented to the General Assembly in November  

 
The President wished to thank the Hon General Secretary for his work on retaining the partnership 

agreement with AstroTurf. 
 

R.David Balbirnie announced to the Board that he would be stepping down as Hon General Secretary 

in November of 2012. 
 

The President gave the Board an opportunity to express their views on David’s contribution over the 
past twenty years. All the members wished to sincerely thank David for all his work for hockey over 

the past 20 years as Hon General Secretary. 
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Competitions Committee - Indoor 
 

Jan Vymazal presented the report from the Competitions Committee – Indoor  

 

 
Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 
1. Indoor Nations Tournaments 2012 

 a. All Indoor Nations tournaments were completed successfully at venues in Leipzig, Lignano 

and Gondomar (Men), and Leipzig, Slagelse and Gondomar (Women).  Winner for both 
Nations Championships (Men and Women) were the teams from Germany.  A total of 24 

men’s teams and 23 women’s teams took part.  A full results bulletin was published on the 
EHF website. 

 
2. Indoor Club Championships 2012 

 a. All Indoor Club tournaments were completed successfully at venues in Hamburg, Edinburgh, 

Padova and Malatya (Men), and Vienna, Prague and Merthyr Tydfil (Women).  The winners 
were Der Club and der Alster (GER) (men) and Berliner HC (GER) (Women).  A total of 28 

men’s teams and 21 women’s teams took part. A full results bulletin was published on the 
EHF website. 

Jan Vymazal reported that no major remarks in the TD reports form Club tournaments although there 

were some comments made with regard to “non-attacking” games – when teams play 
defensively/waste time in order to retain a result that will suit both. 

 
The Board discussed this issue at length and agreed that although there is unfortunately no solution 

to these issues it is important to strongly discourage collusion. 
 

Jan noted that there was one incident in the Men’s Club Championship tournament in Hamburg with 

regard to a penalty corner being awarded after the hooter had blown which lead to an appeal by one 
team; this was dealt with by the TD. 

 
Following reports from Indoor tournaments rule 4.3 Outdoor and 4.3 Indoor (regarding Goal Keeper 

clothing) need to be reviewed. 

 
The EHF will formally write to FIH and request that this is reviewed. 
 
3. Indoor Nations Championship 2014 

 Entry details, entry forms and application to host forms have been circulated to all member NAs 

by the EHF Office.  The deadline for entries is 16 April 2012. 
 

6. Indoor Clubs Tournaments 2013 

 Entry letters, entry forms and applications to host will be sent to all National Associations in 

March 2012 using the same electronic system as for the Indoor Nations Championships entries 
and applications. 

Priorities for Committee for the next period (March 2012 – June 2012): 

 
1. Receive and consider all TD and UM reports from all Indoor Nations and Indoor Clubs 

tournaments in 2012. 

2. Issue entry letter, entry forms and applications to host 2013 Indoor Club tournaments. 

3. Complete and issue papers for the meeting of Indoor Competitions Committee. 

4. Review Indoor Nations and Indoor Club regulations for 2013 competitions. 

5. The next meeting of Indoor Competitions Committee will be held on 12 May 2012 in Brussels. 
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Competitions Committee - Outdoor 

 

Jorge Alcover presented the report from the Competitions Committee – Outdoor  

Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 

1. Meeting Held on 11th February 2012 
 

2. Discipline Report 2011 Nations and U-18 tournaments 

The Committee would like to request that the Executive Board resolve the current unclear 
situation regarding carry forward suspensions and that there must be a clear method of 

recording these and advising the players, their clubs and NAs, and future TDs. 
The committee noted that there is a considerably large time span from any eventual 

breach of the Code of Conduct reported by at TD, to the eventual investigation by the EHF 
Disciplinary Commissioner. The committee wish the EHF Disciplinary Commissioner to act 

quicker. 

 
The Board noted the concerns of the Committee and the EHF office will co-ordinate the 
Disciplinary Commissioner with regard to these issues and inform the competitions 
Committee of the outcomes  
 

3. Youth U16 Nations Tournaments  
Match Schedules 

 It was noted that it is impossible to keep the 22-hour rule for this format however the 

committee agreed that playing / participating at this level is more important than to 
keep the 22-hour rule. 

 It was also noted that the current regulations don´t cover the new format for U-16 

tournaments. 
 The committee proposed that if a 5 team tournament with teams having to play 2 

matches on the same day, the match time should be 2 x 25 minutes for all matches in 

the tournament. 

 
The Board agreed that this was an agreeable solution for the championship III U16 Boys 
tournament in 2012, and that the Regulations Working Group will be asked to consider 
for future cases.  

 

Championship III 
There is some concern regarding the Championship III tournaments in France as not all 

teams have been in contact with the organisers to confirm their attendance as yet. 
Boys 

AZE/FRA/TUR 
GEO – will confirm after 21st March 

LTU have withdrawn but SUI will take their place  

 
Girls 

FRA/TUR/GIB  
GEO – will confirm participation by 21st March 

  

Marijke reported that a Technical working group under Norman Hughes for the moment 
is reviewing the structure, and that they will come back with a proposal for a new structure 

for the future. 
 

4. Junior Nations Tournaments  
Match Schedules 

Again the committee noted that there are minor unavoidable infringements with the 22-

hour rule here as well. 
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5. Nations Tournaments 2013 

Entries and Applications to Host 
The complete list of entries and summary of applications to host were received and noted.  

The Competitions Committee made recommendations to the Executive Board and the 
below were agreed:  

 

  

Championship Men 

BEL/ENG/ESP/CZE/GER/IRL/NED/POL 
Host: Belgium 

 

Championship Women 

BEL/BLR/ENG/ESP/GER/IRL/NED/SCO  
Host: Belgium 

 

Championship II Men 
AUT/AZE/FRA/ITA/RUS/SCO/UKR/WAL  

Host: Azerbaijan 

 

Championship II Women 
AUT/AZE/FRA/ITA/LTU/POL/RUS/UKR  

Host: France 

 

Championship III Men 

BLR/CRO/GIB/POR/SUI/SVK/SWE/TUR  
Host: Turkey  

 

Turkey is awaiting confirmation that a 
new pitch will be laid – therefore they are 
awarded the tournament on the condition 
that they can confirm the pitch no later 
than 30th April. 

 

Championship III Women 

BUL/CRO/CZE/GRE/SUI/SVK/TUR/WAL 
Host: Greece* 

 

Reserve teams (as drawn by committee): 
1. Georgia 

2. Portugal 
3. Sweden 

 

Championship IV Men 

ARM/BUL/CYP/GEO/GRE/LTU  
Host: Greece* 

 

 

 

* JOINT TOURNAMENT 

Agreed 
 

6. Youth U18 Tournaments 2013 

Entries and Applications to Host 
The complete list of entries and summary of applications to host were received and 

noted.  The following venues were agreed for recommendation to the Executive Board: 

 

Championship Boys 

AUT/BEL/ENG/ESP/FRA/GER/NED/SCO 
Host: Austria 

 

Championship Girls 

BEL/ENG/FRA/GER/IRL/NED/RUS/WAL 
Host: Ireland 

 

Championship II Boys 
BLR/GRE/IRL/ITA/POL/RUS/SUI/WAL 

Host: Poland 

 

Championship II Girls 
BLR/CZE/ESP/ITA/POL/SCO/SUI/UKR 

Host: Spain 

 

Championship III Boys 

AZE/BUL/CRO/CYP/CZE/LTU/TUR/UKR 
Host: Czech Republic  

 

New Entries and Reserve teams (as drawn 
by committee): 

1. Cyprus 
2. Bulgaria 

3. Georgia (Reserve) 

 

Championship III Girls 

AUT/AZE/BUL/CRO/GEO/GRE/LTU/TUR 
Host: Croatia 
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The Board was disappointed to note that it was not possible to hold a joint 
tournament for the Championship Boys and Girls as no joint offer to host was 
received. 

 
The Competitions Committee Outdoor would like to request that the Regulations Working 

Group consider the possibility of creating new and not so demanding and detailed regulations 

for the lower level of club and the U-16 competitions. 

 
7. Nations Championships 2015 

The Board reviewed a Bid received from England Hockey and agreed to award the Nations 

Championship 2015 to England.  

 
Agreed 
 
European Games 2015 

It is as yet unsure if this will take place, and hockey will most likely not be on the programme. 
 

Sanctioned/Unsanctioned Events 

The Board discussed the difficulties caused by the FIH bye-law regarding Sanctioned and 
Unsanctioned events – particularly for non-English speaking Nations. 

 
The Board asked the President to express the EHF’s unhappiness with the situation. 

 

Euro Hockey League 

 

Marijke Fleuren presented a proposal from Pro Sport with regard to a Women’s 
Competition  
 
It was noted that the Competitions Committee had discussed this proposal from Pro Sport and the 
view of the committee was to start with 8 teams in September, and the first round losers will join the  

Club Champions Trophy tournament at Easter.  

The committee noted that it´s important for the participating teams to play more than one match 
during their European campaign. 

 
Having reviewed the Proposal by ProSport, it was suggested to contact the top 16 teams for their 

views on possible new formats. 
 

A web based questionnaire survey to be created and a representative from EHF to attend to each 

round of the Women’s Club Champions Cup in Brussels and San Sebastian to receive the views of the 
teams.  

 
The EHL Working Group will meet on 7th April. 

 
 
Appointments Committee 
 

The Board received a report on the Appointments Committee. 
Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 
1. New Committee 

 New committee members have been allocated responsibilities as follows:  

 Ray O’Connor   Chair and AWS Administration 

 Yolande Brada  Secretary & UM’s Male and Female 

 Sylvie Petitjean  Judges & Co-Ordination of all Officials 

 Christian Deckenbrock Technical Officials 

 Santiago Deo  Technical Directors 
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 Henrik Ehlers  Male Umpires 

 Margaret Hunnaball  Female Umpires 

 

2. Dropbox 
This was successfully trailed during the Indoor Nations Tournaments 

All reports and documents were placed in the Dropbox within 2 weeks of the tournament and 
were immediately shared with the Appointments Committee, the Chair and Secretary of the 

Indoor Committee and the EHF Disciplinary Officer  

 
3. AWS Review Meeting 17th February  

 
Ray O’Connor and Jane Brennan met with David Lane (Tex Solutions) 

 Several updates and changes are to be implemented to help alleviate the workload. 
 

1. It will be possible to “appoint” Trainee Umpire Managers, Media Officers, EHF 

Representatives, Tournament Doctors and Hosts. 
When Hosts are appointed this will mean they will have constant updates regarding 

changes of officials including all contact details etc which will cut out the need for the 
office to communicate all these changes individually. 

 

2. National Associations are to receive automatic emails when an official from their 
Association is appointed to a tournament 

They will also receive copies of any subsequent reminders if these appointments are not 
accepted or rejected in good time – which we hope will speed up the process of 

confirming appointments.  

3. There will be a National Association Login area where the National Association will be able 

to see which officials from their Association have been appointed, who has accepted their 

appointments and who has not yet responded. 

4. Automatic reminders will be sent out if appointments have not been accepted  

previously this was done manually by the office. 

5. Automatically generated reports will be possible indicating how many appointments have 

been accepted/rejected/withdrawn – this will aid the Committee when considering who to 

appoint in future tournaments. 

6. Currently National Associations send in Nominations twice per year directly to the EHF 

office in word documents, this then need to be manually entered into AWS to allow them 
to be appointed. 

In future, National Associations will be able to directly enter their Nominations into AWS 
through the National Association area – eliminating the need for the office to collect, 

collate and enter up to 80 documents per year.  

This will be possible during a window of time (approx 2 months) after which time NA’s will 
not be able to make any changes for the season. 

Again, automatic email reminders will also be sent to NA’s if no nominations have been 
input. 

There is a possibility of using AWS as a tool for National Associations to directly enter teams 

into competitions which would further eliminate individual forms and paperwork which need to 
be manually input into the system by the office.  This possibility will be discussed with the 

new Competitions Manager at a later date.  

4. Problems/delays with Appointments 

We wish the Board to be aware of the ongoing frustration with Countries not nominating 
umpires and not responding to requests. 
 

We have also noted that certain National Associations do not provide individual email 
addresses for umpires/officials – the main National Association email address is provided and 
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therefore we do not know that the umpire/official is ever made aware of the appointments.  

This also causes delays 
 

5. Replacement Umpires 
If a National Association is unable to provide a National Umpire, the Appointments Committee 

will appoint one on their behalf.   

The National Association is then informed which Umpire will be attending the tournament on 
their behalf and that they are responsible for the travel costs of that Umpire. 

The replacement umpire then contacts the National Association directly to request the refund 
for their travel costs. 

 
The following countries were unable to provide umpires for Outdoor tournaments in 2012 so far: 

Italy 

EuroHockey Club Champions Trophy (W) in Prague, Czech Republic 
EuroHockey Junior Nations Championship II (W) in Aleksin, RUS 

Belarus 
EuroHockey Club Champions Trophy (W) in Belfast (IRL) 

Switzerland 

EuroHockey Club Champions Challenge II (W) in Vienna, AUT 
EuroHockey Club Champions Challenge I (W) in Wettingen, SUI 

Wales 
EuroHockey Club Champions Challenge I (M) Padova ITA 

 
1. Numbers of Officials Required 

The Appointments Committee would like to request that, the Regulations Working Group 

review the numbers of officials required per tournament (in consultation with the 
Competitions Committee and the Appointments Committee) 

The attached paper is a summary based on the Responsibility Charts for tournaments, 
however not all are accounted for.  

For example, there will be a 5 team tournament Youth Championship III U16 in 2012 and this 

is not accounted for in the Responsibility Charts. 
Problems also arise when teams withdraw reducing the numbers of officials required 

according to the chart. 
 

Agreed to pass to the Competitions Committee and Regulations Working Group to review 
 

2. Cost of late replacement of Officials 

Often, due to circumstances beyond control, officials withdraw at extremely late notice.  This 
means that replacement officials travel costs are usually much higher than normal. 

The Appointments Committee will do their utmost to ensure that they appoint an appropriate 
replacement official will be travelling the shortest distance possible. 

However, this could still lead to higher than average travel costs, therefore the Appointments 

Committee would like to propose that if an Official withdraws within 2 weeks of a tournament, 
the National Association of that official is responsible for the difference in cost between the 

original officials transport and the replacement official. 
 

Agreed to pass to the Regulations Working Group to review but only for officials paid for 
by hosts. 
 

 
Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 

 
Follow up AWS changes on system and implement over the coming months. 
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Development Projects Committee 
 
Carola Meyer presented a report from the Development Projects Committee  

 
Carola wished for the Board to be aware of the vast amount of work done by 

Development Officer Norman Hughes. 

 
Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 
YOUTH PROGRAMMES 2012: 

 

 EHF Festivals- EHF will support 3 festivals in 2012 

 
o Slovenia- Sept a pilot using our Youth Panel members to build this event into a whole 

of hockey event including young players introduction to: 
 Coaching 

 Umpiring 
 Leadership 

 

o Russia- Sept 
 

o Hungary – December Santa Claus Indoor Festival. No on site staff involvement 
planned for 2012 only in kind support 

 

 EHF Youth Panel – has met in Leipzig and delivered a coaching drills clinic for approx 120 

local kids 
 

o EHF Youth Panel - DC requested that Youth Panel Terms of Reference be accepted by 
EB – as this was not an official committee of EHF – The Board agreed that this matter 

could be dealt with by the DC. 

 
o Main task in 2012 will be to support the EHF Youth Festival in Slovenia 

o 2 young leaders Jamie Hooper and Mateusz Grochal also will deliver the Nordic 
Caravan 2012 

 
 EHF Youth Skills Challenge 2012 – U16 drills now online.  

 

o Aim is to find the 3 top scorers by Dec 2012 and to give prizes to these young players 

o U12 drills to be filmed in May/June and launched online in late July. 
o  

HOCKEY FOR ALL PROGRAMMES 2012 
 

 Disability Hockey – DC wishes to produce a EHF Disability Hockey Strategy 

 

o CDO meting Rolf Martens in March to start this process using the excellent work 
presented by Rolf to DCC in December 2011 

o During 2012 research will take place using Zonal Coordinators to find out what 
Disability hockey is happening and how EHF can link with and support it 

o DC felt that Wheelchair Hockey should be considered as a demo sport at our future 
Euro Nations Indoor Championships if programming/time allows. 

o Italy may host a follow on from Monchengladbach event in June 2012 

o Potential to stage a Disability Awareness Forum in 2013 linked to Euro Nations 
Championships in Belgium 

 
 Veterans/Masters Hockey – CDO linking to Masters groups and supporting the drawing up 

of an EU Active Aging Project 
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COMMUNICATION 2012 

 
 Website 2012 – Group suggested changes and welcomed the introduction of a Swap 

shop/Market Place concept 

o Archiving should be every 2 months 
o DC felt there was too much movement on home page 

 

 Survey 2011 – DC plans a simple short survey to ascertain player numbers etc as at end 

2011. This will go out in October 2012 
 

MF Dev must have a working group for the Survey 
 

 NA Grants 2012 

 
o DC agreed to continue year 2 of all grants that commenced in 2011 but: 

o CDO to approach Ireland and ascertain what benefits their research will have 

for other nations 
o CDO to monitor Swiss UDP 2012. 

o 1 new NA project to be supported in 2012. ZCs to report back by June 2012 
 

 NA Pitches and Kit 2012 

 

o CDO/DC searching for pitches for: 
 Georgia 

 Armenia 
 Ukraine 

 Romania 
 Estonia 

 FYROM 

 
o New process in that NA must prove that they have the sub base and site 

ready for the carpet before EHF provides the carpet source 
o  

 NA Kit Support 2012 

 

o Kit support has been offered to: 
 Portugal 

 Turkey 
 

ZONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPETITIONS 2012 
 

DC will focus in 2012 on: 

 
 Balkan Championships – Antonio Antonov 

 Mediterranean Cup – Eric Abudarham 

 Euro Nations U16 debate – CDO/CM – High Performance Group 

 

Smaller NAs need a ranking system for U16/U18/U21 to help them compete for 
government funding v other sports 

 

Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 
 

 Support EHF/Slovenian Youth Festival planning and link Youth Panel (Mar- Aug) 

 Develop and launch EHF Skills Challenge U12 ( May-July) 

 Progress Disability and Masters proposals (Mar-Aug) 

 Sort out DC section of website and finalise Survey (Mar-Aug) 

 Finalise arrangements to present EHF Club of Year 2011 and notify all entries( Mar-April) 
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 Arrange kit and pitch supply (Mar-Aug) 

 Monitor NA grant projects (Mar-Sept) 

 Progress Zonal Competitions and link with EHF Competitions Manager 

 Prepare for Sept DC meeting (June-Aug) 

 

 
NA/CLUB SUPPORT PROGRAMMES 2012 

 
 EHF Club of the Year 2011 

 DC nominates HC Heilbronn - Germany as Euro Hockey Club of the Year 2011  

Approved 

 Runner Up was Alderley Edge - England 

 11 high quality entries received this year  

o CDO to draft letters for each entry 
o Each entry to receive framed certificate stating what part of their work particularly 

impressed EHF DC 
o EB decision needed re best opportunity to present to HC Heilbronn 

 
NA Grants 2012 

 

o DC agreed to continue year 2 of all grants that commenced in 2011 but: 
o CDO to approach Ireland and ascertain what benefits their research will have 

for other nations 
o CDO to monitor Swiss UDP 2012. 

o 1 new NA project to be supported in 2012. ZCs to report back by June 2012 

 
 NA Pitches and Kit 2012 

 

o CDO/DC searching for pitches for: 
 Georgia 

 Armenia 

 Ukraine 
 Romania 

 Estonia 
 FYROM 

 Serbia 
 

o New process in that NA must prove that they have the sub base and site 

ready for the carpet before EHF provides the carpet source 
 NA Kit Support 2012 

 

o Kit support has been offered to: 
 Portugal 

 Turkey 

 
ZONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPETITIONS 2012 

 
DC will focus in 2012 on: 

 
 Balkan Championships – Antonio Antonov 

 Mediterranean Cup – Eric Abudarham 

 Euro Nations U16 debate – CDO/CM – High Performance Group 
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Smaller NAs need a ranking system for U16/U18/U21 to help them compete for 

government funding v other sports 
 

 
 

Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 

 
 Support EHF/Slovenian Youth Festival planning and link Youth Panel (Mar- Aug) 

 Develop and launch EHF Skills Challenge U12 ( May-July) 

 Progress Disability and Masters proposals (Mar-Aug) 

 Sort out DC section of website and finalise Survey (Mar-Aug) 

 Finalise arrangements to present EHF Club of Year 2011 and notify all entries( Mar-April) 

 Arrange kit and pitch supply (Mar-Aug) 

 Monitor NA grant projects (Mar-Sept) 

 Progress Zonal Competitions and link with EHF Competitions Manager 

 Prepare for Sept DC meeting (June-Aug) 

 

 

Education Committee 
 
Ludmila Pastorova presented a report from the Education Committee  

 

Thanked Carola Meyer for her support  

 

The Committee is divided into 3 working groups (Umpires, Coaching, and Technical Officials) and each 

has submitted a report 

 

 

 

Umpires Working Group Report 

Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 

Following the formation of our small group (Paul Box-Grainger, Stefano Bresciani, Jean Duncan, and 
Thomas Eilmer) in Brussels, there has been much activity – principally relating to the Women’s 

Umpiring Seminar and the launch of UDP Group 6. 
 

With the help of Edna Rutten and Margaret Hunnaball, Jean Duncan has “stormed ahead” with the 
Women’s Seminar, and we now have 13 umpires attending on 10th/11th March in the Netherlands. 

 

Arrangements have also been made by Jean, with the help of Thomas Eilmer, for the launch of UDP 
Group 6, which will be held in Vienna on 28th/29th April.  

 
Apart from that, we have been considering a number of strategic objectives – we are trying to see if 

there is an event or tournament we can all attend to see if we can progress things further, as we 

believe that progress by email/telephone is harder to achieve than face to face – in any event, it is too 
early to report recommendations to the Executive Board, but we would expect to be able to do so by 

the next meeting. 
 

Ludmila presented the Umpires Working Group Plans for 2012  

The President was happy with presentation was very good and looked forward to the good work of 

the Umpires Working Group.  She wished to emphasise the importance and success of UDP and asked 

the Committee particularly focus on National Umpire Development 

 

She requested to receive proposals of the programmes for the various seminars/courses in advance.  
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She also emphasised the importance of follow-up in individual countries after courses and seminars 
take place and suggested that the committee assign a person responsible for this task. 

 
Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 

 

March – October 2012   Complete operational arrangements for Women’s Seminar and UDP Activities 
(Groups 4/5/6).   

 
Research and develop potential strategic initiatives and implementation plans for consideration by 

September 2012 
 

Coaching Working Group Report 

Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 

 EHF Coaching Calendar 2012 has been finalised (see attached) 

o CDO has arranged all EHF Conductors for 2012 

 
 EHF Coach Awards 

o CDO has linked with KNHB/MF and EHB to progress resources for EHF Level 1 and 

Level 2 Awards. 
o Target is to finalise Level 1 by end 2012 and Level 2 by end 2013 

o CC will debate whether EHF should develop Level 3 and use WC 2014 as a launch 
opportunity to share with other CHFs 

o HK/CDO to meet in March to progress this topic 

 
 EHF Webinar 

o Paul Box Grainger is researching potential platforms for EHF Webinar 

o Target is to deliver 4 Coach Webinars between Sept – Dec 2012 
o HK/CDO to meet in March to finalise the topics for the 4 workshops 

o Nobert Nederlof will project lead this also 

 
 EHF NACsport workshops 2012 

o East Zone workshop has now been postponed to April/May as only 3 Nations 

committed to 2-5 March in Alexsin. This will now be staged in Vilnius as this appears 
to have most support from the East Nations as a venue for this workshop 

 
 EHF Russia CAP 2012 

o Roelant Oltman has agreed to conduct the 2 Russia CAP seminars 2012 

o 1 seminar in May. 1 seminar in Sept. Working with Russia’s top club coaches 

 
 EHF Game Planner 2012 

o CDO met with Game Planner on Feb 8th and discussed EHF/Game Planner partnership 

2012/13 
 EHF High Performance Panel 2012 

o CDO has linked with Heino Knuf Chair of EHF High Performance Panel and plans to 

meet them on 19/20 March to discuss future plans. 

 Olympic Solidarity Seminar 

o CDO linked to Czech Rep to arrange an OS Coaches seminar in July/August 2012. 
 EHF Coaching Resources 2012 

o 100 copies of EuroNations Final and Bronze Medal games will be sent to HQ early 

March for distribution to each NA Head of Coaching and each EHF Coach conductor.  
o Plan is to use remaining copies at EHF seminars 2012 

 

Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 
 

 Update Coach calendar every 3 months (Mar- Jun – Sept) 
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 Complete a draft of EHF Level 1 for Sept meeting (Mar-Sept) 

 Finalise EHF Webinar for Set launch (Mar- Sept) 

 Ensure success of 2 NACsport workshops (Mar-Sept) 

 Ensure success of Russia CAP May and prepare for Sept (Mar-Sept) 

 Progress Game planner online and promote to all EHF NAs and coaches(ongoing) 

 Meet HP group and agree future strategy for 2012 (Mar-Dec) 

 Ensure OS seminar is a success (Aug 2102) 

 Progress Women in Coaching proposal (CDO/JK) for Sept 2012 

 Update and refresh website section for coaches (ongoing) 

 Progress Hockey Play station proposal from Jelena Kupres (Sept 2012) 

 

Proposed to add Alain Geens to EHF Education Committee 
 
Agreed 
 

 
Officials Working Group Report 

Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 
Approval of the Action plan Officials 2012 -2014 

An action plan was launched in the January meeting of the EHF Education Committee, working group 
officials. This rough outline needs to be sharpened, but it foresees in creating a road map for officials. 

The budget for this programme 2012 is approx. 7.000,-- (2 seminars in 2012: a refresher course for 

more experienced officials and a seminar for ‘beginners’ - t.b.c.) 
 

Approval to organise workshops, lead by an experienced TD, with the local judges before the start of 
a tournament based on a PowerPoint presentation (basic information, needed to do the job and to 

match expectations) followed by a questionnaire to fill in. (= the first step tracking the motivation 

skills, personal expectations, willingness to continue or not..) 
 

To decide to reduce the number of people who are now actually on the EHF Officials list – 
approval to allow EHF Appointments Committee to delete anybody from this list 

It was considered that the EHF Officials list is too long and that this stops new (younger) ones to 
come on the list. Committees, EHF Appointments and EHF Education - working group Officials, feel 

that there should be a mechanism to reduce the number of inactive people on the list. Therefore it is 

necessary to define guidelines for the NA’s, for example: if a person on the list is not used in 3 
seasons, the Na should take the responsibility to take the person off the list. Other examples could be 

age, skills, refusing appointments in a row….  
 

EHF Education Committee (in cooperation with EHF Appointments Committee) to work on an outline 

of competences for officials in different levels in order to give guidelines to NA’s as to the 
nominations. 

 

Approval of the annexe application form to send to NA’s nominating local judges at EHF 

tournaments 

It is crucial that if a NA nominates a local judge at an EHF tournament that this local judge has some 
hockey background and understanding (communicating) in English. In order to investigate and to 

evaluate (in conjunction with TD-reports afterwards) the nominations, an application form should be 
sent to the NA’s to fill in before the tournament starts. 

 

Action to start before beginning of outdoor tournaments 2012.  
 

Approval of the Action plan Umpires Manager Seminar 2012 
A programme is developed for newly appointed and less experienced umpires managers (and 

trainees) for 2012. The focus is in particular on the increase of more umpires managers, in particular 

female ones.  
The budget for this programme 2012 is approx. 3.000 euro. 
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Agreed 
 
Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 

2012 -2014 
 

Officials 

Developing plan for officials  
- developing guidelines to NA’s as to the nominations for local judges 

- developing and creating a road map for officials in conjunction with an education plan for European 
officials (recognition of promising local judges, education of technical officials and refresher courses 

for technical officials)  
- developing a more adequate feedback form for officials (in cooperation with FIH) 

 

Umpires Managers 
Developing plan for more umpires managers (female in particular) as well as education for European 

(continental, newly appointed, trainees) umpires managers 
 

 

 
Communications Committee 
 

Jean Christophe Capelle presented a report from the Communications Committee  
 

Items to note and/or decisions required to be taken by Executive Board  

 

JCC – too much time spent updating results by SM – should research better ways to do this. 

 
JCC and SM met in Brussels on 1st February:  

Items discussed:  
 

1. Siobhan’s current role  
2. Terms of reference for Communications Committee  

3. Website  

4. Agenda for 1st Committee meeting – 31st March 
 

Website:  
An overhaul of the website is in progress following the set up of new committees etc. As several files / 

data need to be reviewed and categorised or deleted, this will take some time. A deadline of 31st 

March is set for this.  
 

EuroHockey Indoor Season:  
SM reported from all 6 Nations and 7 Club Tournaments. End of day reports were written/corrected by 

Siobhan and photos posted, along with face book updates and tweets.  

121 Nations games - match reports and results posted  
124 Club games – match reports and results posted  

Rankings in all pools and final day rankings posted  
Face book ‘views’ for Indoor season: (Beginning Jan – 20th Feb)  

404,519 
Website ‘hits’ for Indoor season:  

237,000 

 
Media Officer:  

SM attended EuroHockey Indoor Championships in Leipzig and Club Cup in Hamburg as EHF 
appointed MO.  

EuroHockey Championships 2013:  

JCC and SM met with Erik Gysel and Denis Van Damme to discuss:  
TV Rights  
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Logo 

Jean Christoph Capelle presented 2 logos to the Executive Board for their suggestions – which he will 
take back to the Organising Committee. 

 
EuroHockey Photographer of the Year 2012:  

Launched 

 
EuroHockey and Partner Branding:  

Quality and consistency of each event is co-ordinated by SM – websites/programme books/advertising 
banners (these are sent from EHF office)  

 
EuroHockey Clothing:  

EHF supplied clothing to all officials for EuroHockey Indoor Championships, but officials continue to 

support the brand buying what they need for other events.  
It is envisaged that now that the website is set-up for ordering and all systems are in place, the co-

ordination can be taken over by the office.  
 

EHF Partners:  

AstroTurf re: announcement of sponsorship / developing new promotional material 
 

Priorities for Committee for the next period (please specify period): 

 
Update the website with “housekeeping” changes following the set up of the new Committees. (Target 

date end March)  
Prepare for the first meeting of the new Committee. (mid-March) 

Continue to ensure the quality and consistency of events (ongoing) 
 

Ranking from competitions should be on website. 
 

The President wished to record her approval of the plans by the Communications Committee noting 

that this Committee is very important for the future of the European Hockey Federation. 
 

The Hon General Secretary proposed an additional member of the Committee: Matt Davies (WAL)  
 

Approved 
 

23rd General Assembly Review 
 
R.David Balbirnie reported on the planning for the upcoming 23rd General Assembly.  

 

The Administration Officer will visit the venue with the FIH in April to begin preparations for the 
meeting. 

 
Strategic Plan 
 

The Strategic Plan was reviewed by the Board who asked the Communications Committee to review 
further and consider a section with regard to Communications. 

 

Hon General Secretary’s Report 
 

The Hon General Secretary reported that Marijke Fleuren had stepped down as a member of the FIH 
Competitions Committee following her Election as EHF President. 

It was proposed that Wiert Doyer be appointed in her place as EHF representative on this committee.  

This is to be approved by FIH Executive Board. 
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He reported regarding the Youth Olympic Games 2018 bid to host is expected from Argentina, 

Columbia, Great Britain, Mexico, The Netherlands, and Poland. 
 

He noted that it is important for the Board and the Competitions Committee to consider possible 
reviews of the format for the U18 and U16 tournaments, particularly as the U18 tournament may be 

the qualifying tournament for the YOG which could use the new Complimentary Game format.  

 
The President suggested passing this to the High Performance Group to come up with a proposal 

 
The Hon General Secretary suggested that we might consider a new format of 2 pools for the 

European Championships after some negative feedback from Simon Mason by athletes regarding the 
current EHF system. 

It was agreed that the Executive Board would discuss this at their next meeting June. 

 
Correspondence was received from Tatiana Zinovjeva from Kazan who is the competition manager for 

the Universidad.  Her question was referred to the FIH. 
 

Correspondence was received from Willem Hutt in Slovenia asking about possibility to host the 

Women’s Club Challenge IV, however it was explained that no offer to host was received by the 
deadline date, or after an extended deadline therefore the tournament was cancelled.  

 
Communication was received from Floris Jan Boevelander regarding Beach Hockey in Europe – the 

President requested that Simon Mason contact him directly to discuss this. 
 

 
Any Other Business 
 

Jean Christophe Capelle noted that Belgium had received some communication from FIH re World 

League. 
The Board were surprised that the EHF had not received a copy of this communication which was sent 

directly to National Associations. 
The Hon General Secretary agreed to discuss this with the FIH at the meeting of the Continental 

Federation Secretaries in Brussels next week. 

 
Jorge Alcover reported on a meeting of the FIH Rules Board: 

He reported that the Own Goal would be a mandatory experimental rule form January 2013 in both 
Indoor and Outdoor.  

The 2 min green cards still a regulation, however for lower competitions this may become difficult to 

manage. 
Simon Mason reported on suggestions to have players run a lap of the pitch when they receive this 

suspension at lower levels rather than time 2 minutes as there may not be the facilities available to do 
this (i.e. not enough officials)  

The Player breaking the line is also still a regulation 
EHL has been asked to test a new penalty corner – Jorge reported that this would be discussed in 

March at the EHL meeting and if agreed it would be brought back to the board for approval. 

 
Simon Mason reported on his visit to India with the FIH Athletes Committee, and confirmed that he 

would circulate his report once it had been when approved by FIH. 
He noted that the Polish team expressed their wish to expand the Euro Hockey Nations 

Championships to 10 team format. 

The Hon General Secretary reported that this had been proposed by Poland before and they had also 
presented their proposal to the Competitions Committee, however it was important to know that they 

still felt strongly about this idea. 
 

As there was no further business the President thanked the Board for their contribution and closed the 
meeting. 


